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If I had to guess who the patron saint of critics was, I would put my money on Moses, the first list maker, and while the Ten Commandments may not have inspired obsessive fans sites or “Midnight Madness” extended shopping hours at Media Play, they seem to have made a bit of a splash of their own back in the day. Whoever’s looking at Media Play, they seem to have made a bit of a splash of their own back in the day. Whoever’s looking at Media Play, they seem to have made a bit of a splash of their own back in the day.

1) Radiohead
Kid A

For exactly seven days in the year 2000, Radiohead’s Kid A was the number one album in America, which is, frankly, incredibly if you’ve heard it. For starters, it could be the band’s most radical, flagrantly avant-garde record ever to hold that chart position. Furthermore, I would be hard-pressed to name an instance in which a major band has made a more radical departure from its signature sound—a sound, remember, which was already deeply twisted by 1997’s OK Computer—and still come away with such an artistic and commercial triumph. But I suppose we’ve come to expect such things from Radiohead, a band that has had its fingers firmly planted in The Zone since OK Computer’s The Bends and has taken its music to incredible places ever since. On Kid A, Radiohead does everything except what you expect them to do and does it brilliantly, trading their guitars for synths and Thom Yorke’s expansive lyricism for a cryptic, internal logic. After three consecutive albums that have redeemed the contours of popular music, you would think that they have nowhere to go but now, but with Radiohead still growing into their full powers, I wouldn’t be so sure.

Honorable mention goes to the following artists, who missed inclusion by the slimmest of margins (in no particular order):

Aimee Mann – Bachelor No. 2
Ech – Daughters of the Galaxy
Summer Hymns – Voice Brother and the Few
Super Furry Animals – Mwng (Man)
Queens of the Stone Age – Rated R
St. Germain – Tourist
Steve Earle – Transcendental Blues
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